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PROGRAMME 2019-2020
2019
Fri 22nd Mar

Pre-season coffee morning 10.30am at the
museum.

Wed 27th Mar

John Robertson (1808-1852) Architect of Baslow.
Ann Hall.

Wed 24th April

Alternative Histories of Bakewell’s Old House.
George Challenger.

Wed 22nd May

The FitzHerberts of Tissington.
Polly Morten, Guide from Tissington Hall.

Wed 26th June

The History of Cheese Making in Derbyshire.
Alan Salt.

Wed 24th June

A visit to Ripon. See newsletter for details.

Sat 29th June

Hog Roast at the museum. For details see our
newsletter.

Wed 25th Sept

Peak in the Past - a Community Heritage Group.
Tim Knebel.

Wed 23rd Oct

Victorian Girls Schools in Derbyshire.
Liz Keeley.

Wed 27th Nov

Great Hucklow Playhouse and L. du Garde Peach.
Peter Miles.

Thurs 7th Nov

End of season lunch party 12 noon at the museum.

2020
Wed 22nd Jan

Luds Church (A very Quirky Church).
Anne Lodder.

Wed 26th Feb

John Smedley and his Hydro.
Mandy Coates.

All talks are at the Friends’ Meeting House, 7.30pm.
Non members welcome. More details in future newsletters.
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Editorial
I have edited our Journal for many years – perhaps too many!
I was bitten by the local history bug as an undergraduate and from then
on, wherever I worked, I poked my nose into the historical background
of the place. Often this entailed tackling some of the many myths and
legends that cloud the unending search for truth. My tutor referred to
them as ‘the undergrowth of history’ and urged me to cast them back or
eradicate them, where necessary.
For fifty years now I have been a member of our Historical
Society and have enjoyed working on Bakewell’s fascinating history
and tackling some of its revered stories like Dorothy Vernon’s
elopement, Prince Arthur’s residence at Haddon, Jane Austin’s stay at
the Rutland Arms and the origins of the Bakewell pudding.
My greatest pleasure has been to encourage members of our
Society and others to contribute items to our Journal and, especially, to
search out old photographs to add to the excellent archive in our
Museum.
However, I must now forego these pleasures. My mind is still
reasonably sound – I think! – but the old sleight of hand and eye is now
wanting. In view of this I have resigned the editorship into the very
capable hands of Peter Barker. I know you will give him the
encouragement and support you have given me.
Finally, I must express my sincere thanks to two of our
members. First to Marian Barker who has negotiated with our printers
– sometimes an awkward task - and has used her excellent computer
skills to give the Journal its style and shape.
My particular thanks go to Elizabeth Wilbur who has almost
been my amanuensis deciphering my hieroglyphics and translating
them into print.
A town like Bakewell needs a historical biography.
FLOREAT JBDHS!
Trevor Brighton
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ACTING CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
I am writing this report, a review of twelve months of activity,
having been Acting Chair for the past ten weeks only. I am grateful to
all who have helped me produce what I hope you may consider a fairly
complete record of our achievements during 2018.
SOCIETY PEOPLE
THANK YOU
So many members and volunteers deserve to be thanked - too
many in fact that to name them would be invidious! And so thank you
to everyone who has contributed in any way to our success during 2018.
I will briefly mention three members who have provided so much
support over many years and, although they will remain active, they
wish to reduce their future involvement.
Jan Stetka who stood down as Chair of the Society, but continues as
lead Trustee on historical projects and research.
Jan Hambleton who stood down as a Trustee, but continues to help
on the Museum Committee and managing catering operations.
Paul Chaplais who stood down as Treasurer and as a Trustee.
VOLUNTEERS
We are so fortunate to have the expertise, enthusiasm and
energy of Anita Spencer to manage our Museum and its collection.
However, on a day-to-day basis she relies heavily upon our eighty or so
dedicated volunteers to preserve, develop, maintain and operate the
museum and its collection, to welcome and host our visitors and to run
promotional events and so on. If we had more volunteers we could
achieve and enjoy even more success and progress and so, if you are
not already involved, please think how you might be able to help. We
need all sorts of skills, too diverse to list here. If you would like to
volunteer or could recommend a friend or a neighbour please speak to
Anita at the museum.
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TRUSTEES
Trustees provide strategic direction and sound governance. We
have vacancies which we will advertise; we hope to attract a variety of
specialists and initially will be looking to appoint trustees to lead on
Marketing, on Business and on Fund Raising. We would also benefit
from recruiting people who have expertise in the fields of Property
Maintenance or with a Legal background. If you can help or know
someone who might, please speak to me in confidence.

IN MEMORIAM
Tributes have already appeared in the Newsletter, but let us
once again remember those who passed on during 2018:
Alan Pigott, MBE, (1925-2018), Barbara Weaving (1925-2018) and
Rosemary Clarke, once in charge of catering, who died during the
Spring. We also said farewell to Ted Shimwell (1936-2018), narrator
of the Bakewell and Old House Museum introductory video. May they
rest in peace.
OLD HOUSE MUSEUM
We continued to apply our well-used and successful formula
for the programme of events. These included Salmon and Strawberries
(this time on a hot summer's evening), the Great Quiz (as always,
organised, presented and adjudicated by Trevor Brighton) and the End
of Season Party (this year as a luncheon). We also offered several
musical events (both afternoon and evening) for which we thank our
regular impresarios, Keith and Sue Howe. If our programme of events
(all of which are well supported and much appreciated) is to continue,
we urgently need support in the form of an Events Organiser. Anita
would love to hear from you if would consider taking this on.
We were delighted to learn that our staunch member, neighbour
and Bakewell Town Councillor, John Boyle, had nominated us for one
of just three Merit Awards granted to local people or organisations by
the Town Council, ours being in recognition of the substantial progress
that we had made in completing the re-surfacing of the Museum
forecourt. We will continue further work on the forecourt as funds
permit.
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Anita received another enquiry for the Museum to host a further
nocturnal paranormal research group meeting. It seems our premises
have an offering to make in this regard and further enquiries have been
received. Four paranormal groups have booked in for 2019.
We welcomed 28 groups this year, ten schools (led by our
enthusiastic education team) and eighteen adult groups, many of whom
enjoyed refreshments provided by our catering team. Our guided walks
were enjoyed by 90 people – many thanks to guides Susan and Michael
Hillam and Denise Wills. Mandy Coates has taken some groups
through the history of the Old House and around the museum and she
also presents talks to clubs and groups around the area about the Old
House and the history of Bakewell. These talks not only bring in extra
money, but help to foster ongoing interest in the museum and town.
More guides are being sought for house tours and guided walks. Please
get in touch with Anita if you can help out.
It appears customary to present some statistics at this point and,
although we are not yet at the end of the financial year, I re-visited my
predecessor's report of December 2017 and it appears that we can report
with reasonable accuracy that, thanks to the continuing enthusiastic
efforts of so many volunteers, members (and of course our visitors!),
we have enjoyed another successful year, generating more income and
attracting more visitors than in 2016 or 2017. The figures quoted may
not be strictly comparable because, as I write this, we have yet to close
the annual accounts and, in addition, our new Treasurer (Lesley Ayers)
is presenting accounts information in a slightly different format from
that previously used, but the visitor numbers are accurate and the
museum income amount conservative.
Year
2016
2017
2018

Visitor Numbers
6,500
7,300
7,566

Museum Income
£31,000.00
£35,000.00
c£40,035.00

I believe this is the first time that our income has exceeded £40,000. A
terrific achievement and testimony to the efforts of all concerned.
Well done and thank you.
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B&DHS MEETINGS AND VISITS
The year began with the Society’s annual lunch at Hassop Hall
organised by Jan Hambleton. Once again, this was a very enjoyable
occasion.
A very interesting and varied programme of talks and visits was
organised this year by Mandy Coates. I am pleased to report we had
capacity audiences for several of our speakers.
In January members enjoyed an interesting talk by Polly
Morten on the Lunar Society. Founded in 1765, this group of 14 gifted
polymaths took its name from the practice of meeting when a full moon
provided sufficient light to ride home by. Members included such
luminaries as Mathew Boulton, John Whitehurst, Josiah Wedgewood,
and James Watt; Richard Arkwright and Benjamin Franklin were
corresponding members. At the heart of the Lunar Society was Erasmus
Darwin, grandfather to Charles Darwin. Erasmus was perhaps even
more remarkable than his grandson, the most striking of his many
talents being his scientific insight into physics, chemistry, geology,
meteorology and all aspects of biology. He was an obsessive inventor
of mechanical devices such as the steering technique used in cars of
today. He was a physician with a wide-spread practice. Such diversity
of genius may never be seen again.
The AGM in February was postponed due to the arrival of the
‘Beast from the East’ and a fair bit of the white stuff. It was postponed
to March.
In April we were treated to a wonderful presentation by our
president, Dr Trevor Brighton, on The Civil War with reference to
Derbyshire and the Peak. With a few maps indicating where
Derbyshire’s main Royalist and Parliamentarian families lived and
where the military strongholds were in the county, Dr Brighton painted
a riveting verbal picture of the course of the Civil War. Into this
discourse came familiar local names such as Sir John Gell and his
brother Thomas, Manners, Cavendish, FitzHerbert, Kniveton and Eyre.
He explained how the country sank into civil war due to issues of
money, power and religion. Parliament found a new leader in Oliver
Cromwell, not a likeable man, but good at leading an army and who had
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ideas on how the country should be governed. King Charles I was
imprisoned, escaped and was recaptured, tried and he was found guilty
of treason and executed in 1649. This highly enjoyable talk was
followed up in July with a visit to the Civil War Museum at Newark
and, following a good lunch, a guided walk around the town.
Our May talk was entitled “The History of Cement Making in
the Hope Valley” by Malcolm Andrews, supported by John McGough,
retired quarry manager. Not really knowing what to expect and, I
suspect, half the audience knowing little or nothing about the making
and use of cement, we politely settled down as Malcolm started his talk.
One and a half hours later we were still enthralled as he brought the
story of the works up to the present day. Malcolm, now retired, has
voluntarily taken on the archiving of historical materials and research
into the history of the cement plant. He found a large number of glass
negatives (each dated when it was taken) beginning on 13.12.1928 and
they plot the progress of the depot as it grew and developed over the
years. With the aid of these illustrations and an obvious passion for the
subject, Malcolm led us through extracting the basic ingredients from
the ground near Castleton, through the building of the first plant, the
processes of production, changes and improvements to the plant and
most of all the wonderful sense of community and commitment to the
business of the workers. It was a most interesting evening.
Bright and early on the morning of 27th June a group of
members travelled to Lichfield to visit the Erasmus Darwin Museum
and the Birthplace of Samuel Johnson. Arriving at Erasmus Darwin
House we were greeted with coffee and biscuits and then taken on a
most informative tour of the house with many insights into the life of
this great polymath. We were shown Vicars Close (a beautiful hidden
close of little timbered houses) and the tour ended with a look at the
cellars. After lunch it was a pleasure strolling through Cathedral Close
in the shadow of the magnificent cathedral, past Minster Pool into the
market place and on to The Samuel Johnson Birthplace Museum. Here
we discovered the life and times of the great man of letters, the writer
of A Dictionary of the English Language. We explored the house in
which Samuel was born and learned of his trials and tribulations
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growing up as a gifted child with a variety of health problems in an
impoverished family. In March 1737 Johnson left Lichfield to try his
luck in London where he eventually found success and world renown.
The meeting in August saw 50 members and visitors arrive to
hear about the research into “Bakewell’s Castle Motte and the
Packhorse Salt Way”. The speakers were Jan Stetka and David Wilbur.
Jan told us about the Castle Motte. Researching this subject has been
going on for some 2½ years involving academics and local enthusiasts.
The hill was overgrown with trees and vegetation. Advice was taken on
pruning trees and removing brambles to achieve the desired view of
Bakewell, such as those in the watch tower would have had in the
1200s. This revealed a conical-shaped hollow at the centre of the bailey.
After some gentle scraping of the surface in the inner hollow, squared
off blocks were found indicating that this was at one time paved. It is
thought the structure was a wooden watch tower overseeing the
Packhorse Salt Way running between the Wiches of Cheshire over to
Saltergate in Chesterfield. Using old and modern maps, satellite images
and photographs, David guided us from Northwich, Middlewich and
Nantwich in Cheshire across the moors of the Peak District to
Chesterfield. The route starts in Cheshire where salt is produced from
brine springs. We learned how salt was produced, distributed and sold.
How wonderful to work out the details of this everyday ancient
commerce from an old hill, faint tracks in fields and hollow ways.
At our September talk we learned that the Victorian circus
started when a retired cavalry man, earning his living teaching people
to ride, realised he could earn more by showing off daring riding tricks
and dancing horses. At first the entertainment took place in an outside
arena but soon, no doubt due to the vagaries of British weather, it was
moved under cover. Performances were still very much horseorientated. The ring soon filled with people. The master of the ring
would wear military style uniforms and control the horses. Men and
women performed tricks on horseback and clowns filled in gaps
between each act. More acts were incorporated such as trapeze,
tumblers, acrobats and contortionist. Outside in the enclosed yard
would be trained lions in cages and elephants.
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In October a capacity audience gathered for the story of Sir
Maurice Oldfield (1915-1981), Head of MI6. Martin Pearce, Sir
Maurice’s nephew, told us how he researched the shady world of
“intelligence”. By the outbreak of the Second World War, Maurice
Oldfield, oldest of 11 children, a farmer’s son from Over Haddon, found
himself plunged into the world of espionage. He was the first Chief of
MI6 who didn’t come from a public school and Oxbridge; he was the
voice of British Intelligence during the Cuban Missile Crisis, the
assassination of John Kennedy and was largely responsible for keeping
the UK out of the Vietnam War. He had the job of rebuilding confidence
in the British Secret Service in the wake of the Philby, Burgess and
Maclean spy scandals. Sir Maurice retired from MI6 in 1978, but
suddenly Prime Minister Thatcher offered him his final assignment, to
go to Ireland and, as the newspapers reported it, “sort out the IRA”
November's speaker was Peter Barker who told us about the
Barkers of Bakewell, a family prominent in the area for some 300 years
and who seemed to occupy, at one stage or another, many of the larger
houses in and around the town. From humble joiners living at Rowsley
they became resident at Rowsley Hall (now the Peacock) and, within
another generation, owners of The Hall (now Bagshaw Hall) in
Bakewell. The Barker family built Ashford Hall and other members of
the family were associated with Burre House and Brooklands. His talk
has been written up for this Journal.
STRATEGY AND GOVERNANCE
In December 2017, my wife Mandy (a fellow Trustee and the
Society's Secretary) and I attended a Museum Development East
Midlands (MDEM) networking meeting which, on that occasion,
focussed primarily on the requirements and implementation of the
impending General Data Protection Regulations 2018. On our return
from the meeting we spoke with Anita Spencer, our Museum Manager,
and learned that she knew what needed to be done to comply with this
legislation and already had a programme of work in place to achieve
the required outcome!
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However, from the same networking meeting, we realised that
other aspects of the Society's governance ought to be reviewed,
including,
1. a revision of the Society's Rules dating from 1954, amended in 1993.
During 2018 the Trustees, therefore, produced amended Rules to be
put to the 2019 AGM for adoption,
2. a review of the role and responsibilities of Trustees,
3. consideration of the notion of specific 'portfolio' roles for Trustees,
4. evaluating the benefits for the Society of becoming an incorporated
body, and
5. the provision of systematic training and development for Trustees.
The Trustees discussed and considered these organisational and
personal development needs and agreed to address them. Jan Stetka,
Society Chair for more than fourteen years, indicated that he would
prefer to continue his efforts on matters relating to historical projects
and research and as a result of discussions involving all Trustees and
the Society's President, Dr. Trevor Brighton, it was agreed that Jan and
I immediately exchange offices, he becoming Vice Chair and my being
appointed Acting Chair and to lead on the organisational review. At the
2019 AGM Jan will not stand for re-election as Chair, although he will
offer himself to continue as a Trustee.
During the summer, members of the Museum Committee
developed a five-year plan, at the same time completing and submitting
to MDEM a Business Diagnostic. This is an instrument designed to help
heritage organisations like ours to benchmark activities, identify what
we are doing well and less well and help us develop, improve and
monitor our future progress. Activity in this area is an essential
indicator of performance which is taken into account by the Heritage
Lottery Fund when considering applications for grant aid. As a result
of these efforts we were selected by MDEM as one of just three
museums in the East Midlands to be offered eight days of specialist
consultancy support to help us achieve our aims together with a grant
of £1,500 to be spent at our discretion on associated projects. This is a
huge and very valuable benefit. Our consultant began working with our
team - which comprises Trustees, Museum Committee Members, our
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President and our Manager - in October, on a programme which we
anticipate will extend well into 2019.
A major topic of discussion during the second training day was
'incorporation', and a proposal that we work towards changing the status
of the Society from an unincorporated charity to a Charitable
Incorporated Organisation. Some of the benefits of incorporated status
are (1) personal liability protection for Trustees, (2) being a prerequisite
for museum accreditation, (3) being a requirement by certain major
funding agencies when applying for grants and (4) incorporated status
is recommended by the Charity Commission when an organisation
employs staff or enters into other contracts. The Society’s Council has
since debated this subject and agreed in principle to make this change.
We anticipate being able to attract further specialist assistance from
MDEM and from AIM (Association of Independent Museums) to assist
us through some of the legal detail of this transformation.
IN CONCLUSION
You may have noticed a theme in my report; it is that we are
achieving many successes, we are offering wonderfully entertaining,
informative and education experiences and we are making many people
(both our volunteers and our visitors) very happy. However, as our
volunteer group almost inevitably reduces as a result of people leaving
the area, or ‘retiring’, or reducing the amount of support they can offer,
or for whatever other reason, we must continue to attract new people.
Unless we do we will not be able to continue to provide the levels of
service that we currently offer and we are most unlikely to be able to
expand and develop our offering.
That said, I believe that the Society and the Museum are in good
heart and face another exciting and busy year. I hope from my report
that we can claim that we continue to fulfil our aims which are, in short:
to preserve and maintain the Old House, to educate the public and to
preserve our heritage. The Society's Aims are printed in full at the end
of this Journal.
Stephen Coates
December 2018
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The Barkers of Bakewell and the Middle East
Peter Barker (no relation)
Introduction
Interest in the Barker family was sparked by observing
that the name appears on a wide collection of documents which
record their important roles regulating and shaping Bakewell’s
economic and social development. The family also had
mercantile and diplomatic roles in the Middle East.
Over a 250 year period in their positions as stewards to
the dukes of Devonshire and Rutland, as Justices of the Peace, as
constructors and residents of fine buildings they effectively
shaped the town’s development.
Gradually, they and their impacts have faded from the
public mind. Lady Manner’s School operates a house system and
the name Barker is still a house name. They also have a reduced
and indirect link to the Bakewell Show. The church has a number
of monumental inscriptions recording members of the family and
under the modern (1979) wooden floor eleven of the 39
gravestones have the name Barker upon them.
Origins of the Barker family
The earliest record of the Barker family is that of William
Barker baptised in 1510 at the village of Claverly, Shropshire. He
was also buried there in 1590. William had three sons of interest;
the first, Robert, was baptised at Culworth in Northants, but
buried in Darley Dale; the second, Richard was baptised in
Claverly, but buried at Darley Dale, and the third, Henry baptised
and buried at Darley Dale.
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WILLIAM 1510-1590
Baptised & buried at Claverly
__________________________ |___________________________
ROBERT
RICHARD
HENRY
1547-1619
15531555
bapt.Culworth
bapt Claverley
bapt.Darley Dale
|
bur. Darley Dale
BRYAN bapt. Darley Dale
1594 – 1657
|
HENRY bapt. Darley Dale
1631-1705 Builder of Rowsley Hall 1652 (The Peacock)
|
JOHN
Architect/Joiner Rowsley Hall & Belvoir
1668-1727
1st Steward to duke of Rutland
|
THOMAS
Lead financier. Steward to duke of Rutland
1709-1754
Resident of The Hall, Bakewell
Fig 1. Family tree showing origins of Barker family.

This information suggests that the family were very
mobile - three different places of baptism in eight years. Also it
suggests strongly that they arrived in this area between 1553 and
1555. It is highly likely that the family mobility was due to the
locations of work over a wide area.
Henry is credited with being the builder of Rowsley Hall
(now the Peacock Hotel). The pediment over the entrance is
inscribed with the name John Stevenson, for whom the house was
built, and the date 1652. Stevenson was agent to Lady Grace
Manners. It is likely that the Barkers had acquired a regional
reputation for quality work as it is unlikely that such a fine
building would be entrusted to unproved builders.
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Rowsley Hall (now The Peacock)

Inscription to John Stevenson
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John Barker 1668-1727
Henry’s son, John, is described in the record as a joiner
and wheelwright of Rowsley Hall.
In view of his
accomplishments he would have been better accorded the status
of architect. His design and construction achievements include
the design of St. Ann’s church in Manchester, consecrated in
1712, one of only two grade 1 churches in that city.

Exterior and interior of St. Ann’s church in Manchester

Plaque at St. Ann’s church naming
John Barker as probable architect.
The plaque is the only source found
that interposes the word ‘probably’.
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A year later his church of St. Alkmund was finished in
Whitchurch, Shropshire, again accorded grade 1. This period
must have been one of feverish activity for John. Historic
England records that the new house at Tatton built for the Egerton
family was “nearing completion in 1715”. The mansion of 1780
now sits on this site.
The Manchester Historic Churches website refers to John
being a friend of Christopher Wren. Other works include the old
baths next to the Old Hall at Buxton, the now demolished
Cottesmore Hall and stables at Hopton and Belvoir.
His obvious talents no doubt contributed to his
appointment as the first steward to the duke of Rutland in 1723.
The job description was “Steward and Receiver of Rents and
Profits issuing or arising out of his [the duke’s] castles, lordships
and manors” spread across four counties. John died at Belvoir in
1727 and was buried at nearby Bottesford.
Thomas Barker 1709-1754
John’s son Thomas carried on this transition from
craftsman to gentry status. At the age of 22 years he was made
attorney by the duke of Rutland to recover debts of £94 (in current
value approaching £15,000) from the executors of Thomas
Bagshaw. Bagshaw had been a lawyer and came to Bakewell
from a house and estate called ‘The Ridge’ near Chapel en le
Frith. The house we know as Bagshaw Hall was built for him in
1685. It would seem that Thomas Barker was successful in the
recovery of the money as his appointment to the stewardship soon
followed.
Bagshaw had several sons, nephews and a daughter,
Rachel. All the males had died by the time of Bagshaw’s death
and so the house went to Rachel who soon after married into the
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FitzHerberts of Tissington. In the late 1730s FitzHerbert sold the
house to Thomas Barker from which time it was known as the
‘The Hall’ or occasionally ‘Bakewell Hall’.

Bagshaw Hall, Bakewell

It is of interest to see how the family financed this house
and its attendant expenditures. From the mid 1720s the lead
industry entered a period of rapid expansion occasioned by an
increase in demand, better technology and more efficient water
extraction. Thomas, as steward to the Rutlands, and his cousin,
Alexander of Edensor, steward to the duke of Devonshire, were
well placed in their roles as collectors of duties levied on mining
operations on the ducal lands. They would have acquired a
knowledge of the technology, financial requirements and market
prospects of the industry. Alexander and Thomas already had
mines throughout the district, including at Winster, Eyam,
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Monyash, Elton and Matlock. They also had smelting capacity,
for example, at Shacklow.

Alexander Barker Sr.
1709-1784
Silhouette by White Watson
William Barker 1682-1736.
Artist John Faber Jnr,1726 in
the National Portrait Gallery.
This mezzotint is the only
portrait of ‘a’ William Barker.
It cannot be said definitely that
it is William of Edensor, but the
date of the sitting and William’s
age at the sitting are suggestive
that it might be him.

1709-1784

.

Silhouette by White
Watson

Thomas, by inherited finance and his own stewardship
A
activity,
was able to develop the lead interests. In 1736 a
Ar
partnership was forged between Alexander and Thomas under
which £5,000 (well in excess of £500,000 today) was paid for
further expansion. Thomas was the source of funds and his
cousin acted as manager. Soon afterwards another partnership
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was made between Thomas and George (Alexander’s younger
brother) who came to play an increasing role in the lead business.
One of Bakewell’s main houses, The Hall, was already in
Barker possession and another in the form of Burre House was to
follow. Alexander (Sr) of the lead business had one child,
(Alexander Jr) who died aged 15. His nephew, Emanuel, became
his heir and a deed of exchange was developed under which
Alexander (Sr) would exchange land and a house in Edensor for
Burre House which was in the possession of the duke of
Devonshire. The agreement was made at the time of Emanuel’s
wedding in 1776. Emanuel was a captain in the 16th Regiment of
Foot. This unit saw action at the time of the American War of
Independence, so it may explain Emanuel’s absence and the delay
in exchange which occurred in 1790.

WILLIAM

=

Mary White

c1682 – 1736
c1687 – 1727
Steward to Duke of Devonshire Apptd 1707

_____________________________|______________ _ _ _ _ _
ALEXANDER (Sr)
AMY
WILLIAM
9 more up to 1727
1709-1784
= Mary Noel

1711

1707 – 1758

1713 (incl George bapt 1722
chaplain to D of D
John 1727 bapt
= Mary Halton of Sth Wingfield
Edensor
marr. at Edensor

|

|

ALEXANDER (Jr)
1737 – 1752

EMANUEL
1744 – 1794 bapt Edensor
= Mary Simpson bapt Edensor
1749 – 1836 bur.Bakewell age 86

___________________ _________|_____________
WILLIAM
JOHN
ALEXANDER MELLER
1777-

1785 - 1851
at Burre House in 1851

1778-

Fig.2. Edensor branch of the Barker family.
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John Barker 1731-1795
After Thomas’s death in 1754 his eldest son, John (the
Accumulator), became the main agent of further family wealth
creation. John assumed the role of steward to the duke of Rutland
and Justice of the Peace. In the latter role he would have
dispensed justice and adjudicated on matters such as the issuing
of Settlement Certificates needed by immigrants to the town and
the hearing of Removal Examinations for those failing eligibility.
His role required oversight of the administration of the town
through the regular Vestry meetings and the appointing of the
town’s key officers such as the Overseers of the Poor and the
Constable.
In the late 1770s John acted as the intermediary between
Richard Arkwright, eager to find sites for industrialisation, and
the duke of Rutland who was hostile to the development of
manufacturies. It was likely to have been an uncomfortable
negotiating role at times.
John and his oldest son Thomas diversified their business
interests in the second half of the 18th C by accumulating real
estate assets. Between 1764 and 1803 records indicate that land
and properties worth at least £23,000 were purchased (current
value around £3.5m). Cottages and land in the open field strip
system were bought. In the 1770s plans were discussed about the
prospect of enclosing Bakewell’s agricultural land. Experience
elsewhere indicated that enclosure resulted in substantial
increases in land values and Barker’s land acquisitions may well
have been made to capture these prospective gains. In partnership
with other capital providers, a consortium, including John, bought
a manor house and estate at Setchey, Norfolk, and it was soon
sold as a speculation.
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Fig.3. Rowsley/Darley Dale branch of the Barker family
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By 1785 the family wealth had grown sufficiently for John
to commission the building of Ashford Hall, with his son,
Thomas, installed as its gentleman owner after completion.

Ashford Hall, Ashford in the Water

William Barker of Smyrna 1738-1825
William was the fourth surviving son of Thomas Barker
and therefore somewhat down the pecking order. William was
educated at Eton, but was considered not very academic. By his
mid-teens he was apprenticed to London-based merchant Thomas
Dunnage who had married William’s elder sister, Bridget. The
apprenticeship set William to work in Dunnage’s counting house
probably as a trainee bookkeeper or accountant.
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In 1759, 21 year old William set off to Smyrna (now
Izmir), the second city of Turkey. Shortly after arrival he took
the oathand paid the fee which gave him entry to the Levant
Company and thus became a Turkey Merchant.
The Levant company was established by the English
crown in 1581. Its purpose was to promote and help lubricate
trade with the Eastern Mediterranean and North Africa. Its
statutes conferred a monopoly of such trade on the participant
firms and members. Rather like a modern-day trade association,
member firms retained their own legal identity, but benefitted by
the Levant Company’s services of providing shipping,
warehousing, advice, linguistic and legal help in these alien lands.
The provision of these services led to the development of a large
and highly cosmopolitan society in Smyrna, a major centre of
trade. It was not illegal for non-members to trade in the Levant,
but they were put at a competitive disadvantage by the imposition
of punitive duties.
During and after the Russo-Turkish war of 1768-1774
trading conditions were difficult and life was precarious for the
English members who were sometimes held to have aided the
victorious Russians.
Throughout the late 1750s and through to the mid 1770s
and the onset of the American War of Independence, a group of
English gentlemen had become interested in the investment
potential offered by land in East Florida. These gentlemen held
monthly meetings after forming the London East Florida Society.
The governor of Florida was keen to encourage agricultural
development in a colony that had English loyalist sympathies. A
plan was developed to encourage English investment on vast
tracts of land. The plan was to offer surveys of large pieces of
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land at very low prices on condition that the land was developed
within a ten-year period and was populated by white, protestant
tenants. One investor, a Dr.Turnbull, bought 60,000 acres of land
which he believed could be improved by the export of Greek
indentured labour who had settled in Turkey in past decades.
These people were basically refugees living in very poor
circumstances. The plan was consistent with his altruistic
intentions and his appetite for returns on his investment.
William Barker mixed in the company of Smyrna-based,
but English, potential investors. In 1772 he paid £60 for a 20,000
acre portion of Turnbull’s land in East Florida. This works out at
approximately 350 acres for £1 or £150 in today’s money. The
fact that the land was mainly malaria-infested swamp accounts
for its low value. William’s brother in law, Thomas Ashby, made
his own purchase of similar land in 1775 naming it the Suttonia
Plantation, after his wife and William’s sister, Suttonia.
In 1775 William’s wife, Flora, died leaving him with six
children. A year later he married Elizabeth Schnell by whom he
was to have a further 19 children. That same year he was
appointed British Pro-Consul in Smyrna. It was quite usual for
essentially private businessmen to simultaneously serve in
diplomatic roles and seems to testify that he was held in good
regard by the community of merchants he was to serve. Despite
the accompanying salary his remuneration never provided him
with financial security, perhaps because he was under-capitalised
from the start at a time of poor trading conditions and no doubt
by his ever burgeoning family. His problems must have been
compounded by the devastation of the 1778 earthquake and fire
in which about one-third of Smyrna was laid waste.
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By 1780 William had returned to Bakewell in the hope of
getting financial help from his successful elder brother, John,
resident at The Hall. In 1782 William was forced to take out a
mortgage on his Smyrna property which John paid off for him in
1788.
Throughout the 1790s a series of letters were sent to
brother John and his son, Thomas of Ashford Hall, begging
assistance. In 1794 William wrote to John “The sum wanted to
clear me of all my creditors is £950” (in current terms, well in
excess of £100,000) and again in 1794 William begs “my Dear
Brother to take pity on me and my numerous family” remarking
that his poverty was blocking appointments. After the death of
brother John in 1795 correspondence continued to his nephew,
Thomas of Ashford Hall. Despite these hardships William
survived until 1825, dying at the age of 87, having established the
continuing presence of the Barkers in the Middle East.
John Barker of Aleppo 1771 - 1849

John Barker of Aleppo
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John followed in his father’s footsteps in both
membership of the Levant Co. and consular roles. The following
summarises his career path.
1789

Worked in the private bank of Peter Thelusson.

1797

Left London to work as private secretary to British
PM. Plenipotentiary to the Porte, Constantinople. (The
elaborate seat of government of the Ottomans in Constantinople.
The name Porte comes from its highly decorative entrance.)

1799

Commissioned as Pro-Consul in Aleppo for the Levant
& East India Co.

1803

Made full Consul for Levant Co. Salary well in excess
of £100,000 in present day value. In post until 1825.
Introduced vaccination into Asia Minor.

1807

Fled Aleppo after the rifts between UK and Ottoman
empire. Took refuge in Lebanon.

1809

Returned to Aleppo after peace treaty, resuming duties.

1826

Appointed British Consul General in Alexandria,
Egypt.
Salary £1,000 (about £150,000 today).

In 1833 John retired and built a house and garden in
Suedia, near Antioch. He had a keen horticultural interest and
expertise, sending plant hunters throughout western Asia
collecting scions of exotic fruit trees. Oriental plants and trees
were introduced to England and English fruits to Syria. With the
assistance of the duke of Northumberland he introduced the
‘Stanwick nectarine’ for which he received a Royal Horticultural
Society gold medal. He is also credited with improving cotton
and silk cultivation in Syria.
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John Barker’s house and garden in Suedia

John, proficient in oriental languages, also had a central
role in maintaining British communications with India and troop
transfers to Egypt from India supporting the attack which drove
the French out of Egypt in 1801. John’s children had shared their
parents’ facility for languages. The most famous of his children
was William Burckhardt Barker (1810-1856). (See below)
Within the local Aleppo community, John was a much
loved, and even venerated, resident. His return to Aleppo in 1809
was occasioned with a procession and cheering crowds. Perhaps
the popular adulation was generated by his efforts to spread the
use of vaccination against an unspecified disease, but very likely
to have been smallpox.
In 1800 John married Marianne Hays, the daughter of
David Hays, a previous Consul at Aleppo. She had a remarkable
gift for languages speaking five, including Arabic, by the age of
seven. An idea of Marianne’s appearance and social life can be
had from the writings of a contemporary visitor to her house.
“Mrs Barker is a native of Aleppo; she wore the Turkish costume
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and a vast number of valuable ornaments, which had a rich and
commanding effect…” “All the haut ton were assembled at
dinner to meet us … including the Sardinian, Austrian and
Russian consul and their ladies…. Mrs Barker amused us, while
the gentlemen sat enjoying their ciboucs and coffee, with showing
us her magnificent jewels, particularly pearls, of which she has an
entire apron, a veil, and head-dress. She wore her hair in a vast
number of plaits down the back, and drop-curls over the forehead.
The Aleppo ladies pride themselves on the superiority of their
jewels. She had two little Greek slaves in her house which she
lately purchased to rescue them from a far worse fate; and is much
esteemed for her humanity towards that unfortunate people.” *
Marianne died at Aleppo in 1843.

Marianne Barker’s gravestone in Aleppo

* From The Private Journal of a visit to Egypt & Palestine by way of Italy and the Mediterranean
by Lady Judith Montefiori, pub’d 1885.
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John Barker died in 1849 and was buried in the vicinity
of this 12th C Armenian church near Antioch.

William Burkhardt Barker 1810-1856
William inherited his parents’ capacity for the languages
of the Middle East. He was a traveller and author and for part of
his life was head of oriental languages at Eton. The languages
included Arabic, Persian and Turkish; in the latter language he
published grammar and books of readings. His major work was
Lares and Penates from which the engraving of his father’s villa
and garden is abstracted.
William was chief superintendent of land transport for the
Black Sea area and his facility with languages of the region was
put at the service of the British government during the Crimean
War.
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Thomas Barker of Ashford Hall 1767-1816

Silhouette of Thomas Barker by White Watson

After the death of John (the Accumulator) the main duty
of overseeing the lead business fell to his son Thomas and to
younger brother John. (See fig.3)
Elder sister Elizabeth married Thomas Rawson of Wards
End, Sheffield, in 1793. The Rawsons had founded Rawsons
Brewery in the mid 18th C and had white and red lead mills in
Sheffield, thus providing an outlet for Barker lead production.
Thomas married Sarah Gardom, the daughter of William
Gardom, the co-founder of Calver cotton mill. Until Thomas’s
death in 1816 they lived at Ashford Hall provided by father John.
Within three years of becoming widowed Sarah migrated to The
Cottage, now re-named Newton House, located on Station Road,
Bakewell. She resided there for the 52 years of her widowhood.
Shortly after the death of Thomas, Ashford Hall was sold
to the duke of Devonshire. Thomas produced seven children (see
fig 3, green line of family tree) of which the three girls died very
young. Of the four boys, John Henry spent the early part of his
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life at East Lodge, Bakewell, but little of his later life in Bakewell.
He was a lawyer and had the post of Stipendiary in Clerkenwell.
The Sheffield newspaper reporting his obituary said “he was not
a man of the town”. His brother, Thomas Alfred, was a physician
at St.Thomas’s Hospital, London. Francis chaired the lead
company up to his death at which point it was closed. Charles
was a captain of HMS Retribution, a frigate in the Royal Navy.
Brother John (Jack) married Sarah Swetenham of Winster,
daughter of a well-to-do family with lead business connections.
He fathered eight children, the two elder boys managing branches
of the lead business and were mainly resident in Sheffield. The
youngest brother was Thomas Rawson Barker (see fig.3,red line),
lead merchant, mayor of Sheffield and the first President of
Yorkshire County Cricket Club.
East Lodge/Brooklands
The aforementioned John Henry Barker had two children,
Henry Frederick and Emma. His son lived at Brooklands, built
c1790 and situated on Coombs Road, Bakewell, and he married
Emily Openshaw Ewings of Burre House, Bakewell.
In 1853 John Barker died (see fig.2. Edensor branch of
Barker family) and Burre House was sold to a Lancastrian, John
O. Openshaw. He died in 1872 at Burre House. The house went
to his daughter, Rachel, who had married Joseph Ewings in 1850.
A daughter, Emily, was born to them in 1851 and she married
Henry Frederick Barker in 1878, thus becoming the mistress of
East Lodge. In the 1881 census the house name has been
changed, becoming Brooklands, perhaps at the request of the new
lady of the house.
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Emily died in 1890, aged 39, her husband having died
three years before. Brooklands passed to Emma, Henry
Frederick’s sister.
Before Emily’s marriage to Henry Frederick in 1878, East
Lodge was in the ownership of John Henry Barker who was
mainly absent from Bakewell for a prolonged period in his late
middle age, probably due to his position as Recorder of Leeds.
At this time East Lodge, it seems, was rented out. The censuses
of 1861 and 1871 put the house in the occupation of widowed
ladies, living there with their own family members and servants.
The ladies were Mary Roylands (1861 census) and Mary Hardy
(1871 census). Thereafter the house reverted to the occupancy of
Henry Frederick and his wife. Henry was there with his wife and
five servants in the 1881 census. He died in 1887.

Burre House, Holme Lane, Bakewell
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East Lodge/Brooklands, Coombs Road, Bakewell

The censuses of 1901 and 1911 show John Edward Barker
KC and JP to be resident at Brooklands, an elderly widower
attended by ten staff. John Edward was the son of Edward Barker
(1799-1832) (See the red line on the family tree, fig. 3)
EDWARD B

=

1799-1832
At death described as ‘gent’ of Sheffield

Hannah
1807-1897
died at Brooklands

______________|_____________
HELEN

JOHN EDWARD KC

1831 – 1895
died at Butts View,Bakewell
unmarried

1833-1912
= Susan Marianne (neeWynyard)
1836-1889
|
7 children

Fig. 4. Family of Edward Barker 1799-1832
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John Edward Barker 1833-1912
John Edward was the son of
Edward Barker (1799-1832) (see red
line in fig. 3) and the cousin of the late
Henry Frederick.
He was Recorder of Leeds
(1880-1890) and Chairman of
Derbyshire Quarter Sessions (18941897). He was educated at Eton and
Exeter college Oxford. In 1860 he
married Susan Marianne Leigh, widow
of James Mosley Leigh, Gent, of
Belmont, Cheshire. In 1899 John
Edward restored the ancient door of
Bakewell church ‘To the glory of God and memory of Hannah’,
his mother. John Edward died in 1912 and shortly after that date
the house passed to the now elderly Emma. It is doubtful that she
ever lived at Brooklands as she had a property in Rowsley (Wye
Bridge House). She died in 1925 and her will made her cousin
Marion Dorothy Barker and V.R.Cockerton trustees of the estate.
The house was settled upon Captain John Cecil Wynyard Barker
(JCWB) during his life and to successive first born sons. Marion
died in 1929 and the replacement trustee was Richard Cockerton.
In 1946 JCWB died. He was a resident of Somerset and it is
unlikely that he ever resided at Brooklands. He left Brooklands,
house and land, to Eric Clement Barker, subject to the provisions
of Emma’s will. Eric was the 9th and final child of Alfred James
Frederick Barker of the family who had returned from the Middle
East to settle in Esher, Surrey.
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Eric Clement Barker 1884-1975
Eric was the great-grandson of William, the original
settler in Smyrna, and the last of nine children born to Alfred
James Frederick and Evelina Julia Charnaud. After the return of
this branch of the family in 1895, Esher became the family
location. In 1946 Captain John Cecil Wynyard Barker died and
left Brooklands to Eric in trusteeship and subject to the provisions
of Emma’s will. Pieces of the estate were sold off, but the house
and the portion known as the Bakewell Showground were
retained.
Eric retained a link with Bakewell through a house on
Yeld Road and through the Bakewell Agricultural and
Horticultural Society. He was elected President of the Society in
1951 and 1965.
___________________________________________________________ _
ALF HERBERT *
SIR FRANCIS *
ERIC *
+ 6 OTHERS *
1863-1956

1865-1922

1884-1975

b.Smyrna d. Penzance
______|_________________________________________
EVELYN MARY
EDITH ETHELREDA
1893-1987
b.Constantinople
d Winchester

1898-1996
b.Esher d.Winchester
m. Reginald Hardy LE GUITON
1889-1979

__________________________ |____
NICHOLAS FRANCIS
JEREMY DAVID
1930-

1933-

_________|___________________
2 SONS
LOUISE NICOLETTE
nee Guiton b.1968= Cornelius Jan Roest b.1966
*Great grandchildren of
William of Smyrna

Fig. 5. Descendants of William Barker of Smyrna
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Although Eric’s will does not mention the Showground
explicitly, it seems to have been the wish of Eric and previous
owner, Emma, that the land should be available in perpetuity for
the Bakewell Show. Ownership devolved (as indicated in fig.5)
through Edith Ethelreda’s marriage into the Le Guitons whose
family members are the current rentiers.
Sir Francis Barker 1865-1922
Eric’s senior brother was Francis, born in 1865, thirty years
before the return to the UK. DeFrancis was a director of Vickers
Ltd. and a chairman of the Russo-British Chamber of Commerce.
He lived at a mansion called Burnt Stub which later became the
site of Chessington Zoo. Francis married Aimee Grace Vere de
Vere who was known as ‘Lady Barker’. In 1919 he gave land
which became the home of Chessington Cricket Club. The local
recreation ground there bears his name. Francis died in 1922.
SIR FRANCIS BARKER
1865-1922
marr. Aimee Grace Vere de Vere “Lady Barker”
|
ARTHUR
__________________|______________
PAT
MARK
TIM
|
SUSIE ROUGHT WHITTA

Fig.6. Partial family tree of Sir Francis Barker
(Susie Rought Whitta was present at the BDHS talk on the Barkers of Bakewell 28.11.18)
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The Barker Shipping Company
Of the vast progeny of William, the founder of the Smyrna
dynasty, was a son Edward (1784-1844) who held a series of
consular roles in the Middle East.
EDWARD BARKER (CONSUL)
1784-1844
= Anna Maria Mavroyanni

_________|__________
FRED PETER GEO.

HENRY

1825-1899

1829-1907

________________|_________ _ _ _ _ _
HENRY EDWARD (SIR HARRY)

+ 9 SIBLINGS

1872 – 1942

|
HENRY ALWYN
1896 – 1966
born in Alexandria

|
HENRY MICHAEL
1923 – 1999
born in Alexandria, died in London

Fig.7. Family of Edward Barker (Consul)

His sons Frederick Peter George and Henry founded the
Barker Shipping Company in 1850 after they had moved from
Smyrna to Alexandria.
The business was successful and continued to be so under
the management of Henry’s son, Sir Henry Edward (known as
Harry), and later his son, Henry Alwyn. The company did well
until the Suez crisis precipitated the expulsion of British and
French subjects and assets were taken over by the Egyptian
government.
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After 1956 the owners of the company entered a
prolonged period of negotiation with the Egyptian government
and were partially successful in obtaining compensation for loss
of the company. Henry Michael, head of the company,
reluctantly returned to England in 1956 and this marked the end
of the long Barker presence in the Middle East.
The journey from village joiners to the effective
management of Bakewell and diplomatic roles in the Middle East
is an interesting example of social and class mobility across three
centuries.
Main sources
Construction of family trees: Transcripts of Bakewell, Darley
Dale and Edensor parish records. Also the constructions in Ince’s
Pedigrees.
Middle East material: Barker family photo archives in the
Levantine Heritage Foundation. Papers of Henry Michael Barker
from the website – archiveshub.jisc.ac.uk
Local material: Deeds and papers of the Barker family of East
Lodge in Derbyshire Record Office, Matlock.
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History on the Wall.
Jane Martin
Introduction
As a very amateur embroiderer I contributed to the
making of the Stanton in Peak wall hanging. I became interested
in various other hangings which have appeared within a stone’s
throw of Bakewell – and in Bakewell itself. I was invited to view
and photograph some of them and was fascinated to hear the
stories of how they were created. All were made for different
reasons. All are different and, although each one represents its
home village or town, the work has been approached in different
ways. Some are very professional, others less so, but all speak
volumes for the community values which exist around us. All
reflect the huge variety of skills and the extent to which learning
new skills and working together gave such pleasure to the
participants. In effect, these wall hangings are archives which we
hope will be cared for and conserved for years to come, providing
information on the history of the places they represent, as well as
great pleasure to those who view them.
The five hangings shown in this Journal appear in
alphabetical order.
Bakewell Wall Hanging
Aware that there was no Craft Group in Bakewell U3A, a
group of friends decided to form an Embroidery Group. What
form should this embroidery take? The group decided on a
depiction of Bakewell old and new, with scenes of local interest.
The aim was to produce “something that would initiate discussion
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among younger members of the community and stimulate the
memories of older members - as well as keeping alive part of our
local history”. Group members came from as far afield as
Sheffield and Buxton.
The hanging was designed by Sue Hudson (of Bakewell
Well Dressings fame). While she worked on the design the group
found a tutor in Nicola Hilton, graduate of the Royal School of
Needlework, who brought skills, patience – and humour – to
proceedings!
Funding was supplied by The College of the Peak, The
Royal British Legion, the Well Dressing Fund and Bakewell
Town Council, with a discount on materials provided by Wye
Needlework.
The group promoted their work at Bakewell Town
Council’s Open Day and the College of the Peak’s ‘Putting
People First’ at Edensor Institute.
The design needed to be altered as it grew and grew and
had to be divided into three panels. The project began in 2003 and
was completed in 2008. It required approximately 7,000 hours’
work. There were 26 embroiderers (that’s 25 ladies and 1
gentleman!). 42 separate embroideries appear on 3 panels, each
of which was framed in oak. A record of the work has been sent
to the National Needlework Archive.
The wall hanging was finally unveiled at the U3A
Christmas dinner in 2008 by our MP Patrick McLoughlin. He
described it as a unique record of local life. The hanging is now
displayed in The Medway Centre, Bakewell.
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Bakewell wall hangings

Baslow Wall Hanging
Baslow Wall Hanging was
created in 1994 to celebrate
seventy-five years of Baslow
W.I. The W.I. has its ninetyninth birthday this year (2018)
and the hanging still looks
good!
Eleanor Burns invited W.I.
members to take part in the
project. Most ladies chose to
stitch a picture of the house
where they lived, but other
buildings were also included.
Eleanor advised on materials
and which stitches to use. She
also assembled the whole thing
which was framed and now
hangs in Baslow Village Hall.
Eyam Wall Hangings
The ladies of the Eyam Craft Group have sent this piece
about the creation of their wall hangings:
“Eyam Together Creates.
Eyam Craft Group meets each Thursday in the
Mechanics’ Institute. We are a group of ladies who all share a
love of needlework and creativity. Having worked with several
media of craft it was decided that we needed a project which
would brighten up the walls of our village hall.
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Over ten years we have completed four wall hangings,
each one depicting Eyam from the time of The Plague to the
present day. We worked under the expertise and guidance of our
teacher, Nicola Hilton. Nicola trained at the Royal School of
Needlework.
We have used several media on the wall hangings:
embroidery, appliqué, cross stitch and goldwork. Sourcing
material is never a problem for us. It was noticed that one of our
members was wearing a skirt the material of which would have
been perfect for depicting a Saxon cross. Lo and behold the skirt
was donated for us to use.
As we are a group of mature ladies some of our members
have child-minding duties to perform. This does not deter them
from attending the group. Having grandchildren with us most
weeks adds to the fun. Often we digress to entertain the children;
one of us plays the piano while the children sing nursery rhymes.
In fact, it was 3-year-old James, a regular attendee at our
meetings, who was most concerned we had a Father Christmas
on our Winter wall hanging, but no sign for the North Pole. I
hasten to add that the North Pole sign was added the following
week.
Recently we were delighted to be asked to make a new
altar cloth for the church; work on that is now in progress.
Anyone wishing to see the wall hangings is welcome to
view them on Plague Sunday at the Mechanics’ Institute, opposite
Eyam Church, where our group will be serving light refreshments
from 12 noon to 5.00pm.”
Thankyou to the ladies of Eyam. In the hangings you will
find familiar Eyam buildings, village history, regular events, the
Saxon cross and, of course, reference to The Plague Mompesson’s table-top grave, the plague cottages, children
playing ‘Ring-a-Ring o’ Roses’ – not to mention rats.
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Plague Sunday is August Bank holiday Sunday. A service
is held in Cucklet Delph, a natural amphitheatre where villagers
met for worship during the plague.

Spring

Summer
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Autumn

Winter
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Stanton in Peak Wall Hanging.
Stanton in Peak Craft Group was founded early in the
2000s. The wall hanging was its first project. One of its aims was
to involve the village community.
The design layout represents Stanton’s history, based
around two maps of the village: one being the Land Enclosure
Map of 1819, the other an OS map of 2004. In the centre of the
map stands Stanton Hall; to the left, all embroideries (buildings
and other village features) can be seen on the 1819 map; to the
right, all were built or created after that date.
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The husband of a group member started things off by
taking photos of village buildings and other features, e.g. the
village green and the allotments. The seventeen group members
made individual embroideries using the photos, pictures or old
photos. All embroideries, with the exception of Ivy Bar, can be
found on the 2014 map.
In addition to the above, surrounding embroideries show
flora and fauna to be seen in the village and surrounding
countryside. These were also made by group members plus
children from Stanton in Peak Village School who came along for
a happy day learning to felt and creating wonderful birds and
animals.
Many techniques were used on the hanging including 35
different hand embroidery stitches, fabric dyeing and painting,
appliqué, stumpwork, shadow work, felting and machine
embroidery. Cotton, silk and wool fabric, threads and wire were
used to create it.
The finished work was glazed and framed by Stewardsons
at Thornhill. Mrs. Davey Thornhill of Stanton Hall unveiled it at
a ceremony in the Village Reading Room.
It was funded by The College of the Peak, The Derbyshire
Community Foundation, Stanton in Peak Parish Council, Stanton
in Peak Village Hall and members of the Craft Group. Thanks go
also to Stanton in Peak Church – and to Nicola Hilton for advice,
guidance – and patience! The Wall Hanging took approximately
four years to complete, with an estimated five and a half thousand
hours of stitching. It is exhibited in Stanton in Peak Church.
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The Winster Millennium Tapestry
‘Portrait of a Peak District Village at year 2000’.
The work is called a tapestry (though it is, strictly
speaking, an embroidery) as this is now an accepted term for work
such as this.

The first idea came from two villagers in October 1997,
as a project to enhance the newly refurbished Burton Institute
(Winster’s Village Hall). Funding began within the village in
1998 and in 1999 the Heritage Lottery Fund became involved.
Other grants came from Derbyshire Dales District Council,
Millennium Awards for All, Winster Carnival Committee and the
Heathcote Charity, plus donations from the Friends of the
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Tapestry, many coffee mornings, raffles and tombola at village
events.
The Project Designer, Cynthia Wright, drew her initial
inspiration from walking on the hills around Winster and looking
down over the village. From there her ideas spread to include all
Winster’s activities and buildings, e.g. a montage of the Past
(Market House), the Present (the Burton Institute) and the Future
(the School). She went on to include wildlife, natural history,
history, the seasons and farming.
The eighteen roundels represent Winster’s activities,
indoors and out, for both young and older people – ‘Mothers and
Toddlers’ to ‘Darby and Joan’, ‘Luncheon Club’ to ‘Hill Race’.
In total there are 56 worked pieces including flora and
fauna, ramblers, the annual Pancake Race, miners’ tracks and
Bonfire Night.
A wide range of Winster residents were involved, from
school children to the various organisers: fund raisers, funds
sourcing, making the frame and finding and encouraging
embroiderers.
Fabrics used were cotton, linen, canvas, silk, calico and
furnishing fabric. Techniques included free machine embroidery,
metal thread embroidery, painting, fabric painting, bead-work,
knitting, miniature dressmaking and miniature knitting,
patchwork, quilting and appliqué. 21st century equipment: hotair tools and a soldering iron were used.
Conservator Jackie Hyman, from Cheshire, gave technical
advice on conservation of the tapestry: correct backing material,
conservation glue, inert polyfilm, ultra-violet impregnated sheet,
a protective ‘blackout’ curtain to prevent fading, with a humidity
gauge nearby.
The tapestry was completed in 2003 after six years’ work.
It was unveiled by wildlife artist Pollyanna Pickering. Time and
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cost exceeded expectations and the work took much longer than
expected. Over eighty people were involved; the cost was £7,000,
and an estimated 10,000 hours were spent on it.
The tapestry can be viewed at the Burton Institute,
Winster, by phoning 01629 650497.
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allowed to dip.
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Castle Hill, Bakewell
Trevor Brighton
The mounds and earthworks spreading across a knoll on
the north-west side of the River Wye and looking across to
Bakewell have long been known as Castle Hill. Dr. Cameron
found a reference to this name as early as 1429 in a manuscript in
the archives of Belvoir Castle.(1) Its usage continued until by the
18th century the site was generally known by that name.
William Bray, writing in 1783, considered the highest of
the mounds as a tumulus which was part of the ‘castle’ built by
Edward the Elder in 924, which was of great extent as appears by
foundations occasionally discovered, but there is not now a stone
of it to be seen.(2)
White Watson, Bakewell’s resident antiquary, has next to
nothing to say on Castle Hill, whilst John Lowe writing in 1765
scoffed at those who thought the Hill had been fortified. It was to
him “no more than a vain suggestion of some fertile
imagination”.(3)
Lowe’s comment on a fertile imagination is particularly
relevant to those who have written, and indeed still write, about
Castle Hill. It might also be extended to castles in general, and
observing that on few subjects has the imaginations of the British
been more fertile. English literature, especially in the Romantic
Period, is enlivened with castle dramas from Horace Walpole’s
Castle of Otranto (1765) to Sir Walter Scott’s Castle Dangerous
(1851) and Alfred, Lord Tennyson’s Morte D’Arthur (1833). It
was still maintained that ‘an Englishman’s home is his castle’.
The term castle is used freely as in Riber Castle, Richmond Castle
and Maiden Castle in Dorset. Only the second of these examples
is a true fortified castle. The first is John Smedley’s Victorian
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residence assuming what the 18th century architect, Sir John
Vanbrugh, would have called ‘a castle air’. Maiden Castle is a
prehistoric hill settlement protected by a ditch and earthen
rampart.
Interestingly, some writers have considered that the
mounds on Castle Hill indicate a settlement long pre-dating the
Anglo-Saxon town of Bakewell. Dr. Cox, the Victorian writer on
Derbyshire, toyed with this idea(4) and the new edition of
Pevsner’s Buildings of England (Derbyshire) suggests some of
the Castle Hill earthworks are ‘possibly prehistoric’.(5)
No doubt the existence of the nearby Iron Age hill site at
Ball Cross encouraged these views.(6)
However, the very limited excavations on the site in 1971
by M. J. Swanton led him to conclude that no evidence was
forthcoming to indicate any pre-Conquest occupation of Castle
Hill.(7)
Yet the belief prevalent in the 18th century that Edward
the Elder’s burh was built there still persists. The late Bert
Broomhead weighed in with an article in this Journal arguing for
the burh. A native of Bakewell, an artist and an ex-guardsman he
viewed the site with an infantryman’s eye. His well written
hypothesis assesses how a small garrison on the Hill could repel
a superior force. He even used the analogy of the battle of Rorkes
Drift in 1879 when a largely outnumbered battalion of the Welsh
Border Regiment defeated a large Zulu army.(8)
Yet, in the archaeological report on his excavation,
Swanton simply said “the site of the Edwardian burh probably
must be sought elsewhere”.(9)
Jan Stetka took up this challenge and investigated the
possibility of a site near the lost Saxon settlement of Burton
(Burh-ton) using place names and field surveys. His thesis found
much support.(10) Some were not convinced and the new edition
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of Pevsner’s Derbyshire still maintains that Castle Hill was the
site of Edward’s burh.(11) Perhaps one side or the other in this
debate will only be convinced by real archaeological evidence.
Swanton’s dig on the Castle Hill site was not primarily
seeking prehistoric or Anglo-Saxon settlement. He set out to
confirm the erection of a motte and bailey castle. His diagram of
the disposition of the mounds on the Hill convinced him this was
the layout of a Norman or Angevin castle.(12)

Fig.1. Dr M J Swanton’s plan of the mounds on Castle Hill
indicating the trenches that were opened during his excavations.
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Motte and bailey fortifications originated in Anjou and
were adopted in neighbouring Normandy and Brittany. Nor were
they unknown in Anglo-Saxon England. A pre-conquest motte
and bailey castle had been erected in Herefordshire, much to the
dislike of the people in the area.(13) Little did they imagine how
England was to be covered with these daunting military bases.
As King William moved his victorious army out of
London he built motte and bailey castles. He encouraged his
followers, to whom he had granted confiscated Saxon lands, to do
the same. The map in Maurice Ashley’s biography of the king
shows how he subdued the country, even venturing as far as Perth
in Scotland.(14) (Fig.2)
The royal manor of Bakewell does not appear to be
included on the map. We have little evidence of hostility to the
Norman army in the Peak, which may have made a castle an
unnecessary threat at this time.
Despite the plethora of such castles erected by the
Normans not one example has survived intact. Their hasty
erection – a man-made mound surmounted by a wooden tower
and a wooden palisaded bailey – meant that their useful life was
short.
We have no accurate contemporary illustrations and fine
needlework renderings in the Bayeux Tapestry give minimal
evidence to the architectural historian.
Perhaps the best general impression of a motte and bailey
is typified by Alan Sorrel’s imaginative re-construction of
Rayleigh Castle in Essex.(15)(fig.3) This was one of the early postconquest castles and is mentioned in the Domesday Book (1086).
This would have been a larger and more imposing structure than
Bakewell’s castle. How it must have overawed the local Saxon
population, many of whom were probably pressed into building
it.
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Fig.2. How Motte and bailey castles assisted William I in his conquest of
England. (From Maurice Ashley’s 1973 biography of William I)
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Fig.3. Alan Sorrel’s reconstruction of the early motte and bailey castle at
Rayleigh in Essex including some later adaptations.
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Orderic Vitalis, a Norman historian, writing in the 12th
century, attributed William I’s rapid conquest of England to his
policy of castle building. So convinced was the new king of the
immediate impact of castles that he is said to have brought in his
invasion fleet sections for the rapid erection of a tower and to have
built it at Hastings.(16) When he entered London he soon ordered
a castle to be built – the precursor of the present White Tower of
London.
Here in Bakewell there have been four attempts to give an
impression of its castle and John Lowe’s references to ‘a fertile
imagination’ still ring true.
The first is painted on the inn sign of the Castle Hotel.
The Hotel’s name and that of adjacent Castle Street have no
historic connection with the Castle other than their proximity to
it. They are 19th century buildings the former being initially
named The Commercial Hotel. The sign writer first depicted a
stone building, the like of which never stood on Castle Hill.
Perhaps the more knowledgeable customers commented
adversely on the sign as a figment of too fertile an imagination!
Whatever the reason, a new
sign has recently been
erected with no castle at all!
Instead we have a scene with
Bakewell’s ancient bridge in
the foreground and behind it,
on the skyline, a smooth,
green mound with no
structure on it.
Fig 4. The latest sign on the Castle
Hotel in Bakewell
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The late Frank Saunders, an artist and once co-editor of
this Journal, attempted to give a general impression of the motte,
together with its bailey.(17) He was influenced by Alan Sorrel’s
portrayal of Rayleigh Castle. One could question Saunders’
depiction of stone cladding around the base of the tower on the
grounds of no known archaeological evidence.

Fig.5. Frank Saunder’s version of Bakewell’s motte & bailey.
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The two diagrams produced by Jan Stetka show a smoothlined wooden tower with no entrance door and no fenestration,
the second diagram making adjustments to the first.(18)

Fig.6. Jan Stetka’s first sketch of Bakewell’s castle tower (JBDHS, 2017)

Fig.7. Jan Stetka’s second sketch of the castle tower (JBDHS, 2018)
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A basic assumption leads Stetka into the realms of fancy
when he asserts that no fire could be lit in the tower on account
of its wooden construction. A fire was essential to the garrison
manning the tower, especially in winter and, judging by the
discarded amount of bones Swanton unearthed at the base of the
motte, some basic cooking was done in the tower. Why could
there not be a fire in the tower when every hovel in Bakewell
would have had a hearth? We are also shown a timber and
thatched Cheshire salt house which contained as many as six fires
to evaporate brine. (19) Furthermore, the tower at Bakewell would
have required light provided by oil-burning wall sconces.
Since the garrison, we are told, could not cook within the
tower, ‘it was the custom to cook out of doors preferably away
from the westerly winds bringing rain and wind towards the
south-east, for the sun during lunch and dinner’. A ‘terrace’ on
the south-east side of the motte is said to have allowed ‘lunch’
and ‘dinner’ to be served ‘en plein air’.(20) No evidence for such
a custom is known. Why would the garrison brave the elements
when they could dine in comfort in the tower or in
accommodation in the bailey? This whole assumption is further
compounded by an illustration from the Bayeux Tapestry aimed
at confirming the custom of cooking and eating outdoors.(21)
However, the scene is taken out of context in the Tapestry and
really misunderstands what is happening.
Taking the whole sequence, we can see the invading army
looting the livestock of the local farmers around Pevensey Bay.
(fig.8) From their ships anchored there the Normans have brought
up their stoves and canteens for a hastily taken meal. (fig.9) Note
the cavalry officers being fed roasted fowl on skewers. They have
no chairs and are eating from their shields laid on a rail to form a
table. (fig. 10)
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Fig.8. Norman foragers taking and slaughtering livestock
from Saxon farmsteads.

Fig.9. Norman field canteens feeding the Norman-Breton army
on the eve of the Battle of Hastings.
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Fig.10. Norman cavalry officers taking a makeshift meal from their shields.
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The infantrymen are not depicted but would have been seated on
the ground, their spears and bows beside them, eating less
appetising food than the knights. In short, this is certainly not a
daily meal taken outside according to ‘custom’. This is a foraging
Norman Breton campaign army in the field and living off the land
on the eve of the Battle of Hastings.
Reflecting on the ‘dining terrace’ cut into the side of the
Bakewell motte, one must conclude that this is not a Norman
feature. (fig.6) Would the garrison have allowed such a foothold
to an enemy just below the tower?? In his archaeological report
Swanton dismisses this feature and the spiral footpath on the
motte as later interference on the site.(22) Mottes were steep
conical obstacles presenting a stiff climb to an attacker. It would
make no sense to ease his ascent!
Emphasis has always been drawn to the tower at Bakewell
without reference to the bailey, which will be dealt with later in
this article. Whilst the tower was an obvious look-out platform,
Stetka’s second diagram depicts it with a saddle-back roof whose
gables defeat the object of 3600 visibility. (fig.7) The roof would
have been a low-pitched, hipped construction with a trap-door
allowing sentinels access to the surrounding parapet. Stetka’s
addition of a curtain palisade is simply borrowed from a
misreading of the tower at Rennes. The small motte at Bakewell
could hardly accommodate such a stifling enclosure around its
tower.
The principal raison d’être of the tower was to act as a part
of a defensive fortress along with its bailey. It was not there
simply to check on packhorse trains.
Without any precise archaeological evidence we cannot
say exactly when the castle was built. The reign of William I is
probably too early. A more acceptable time would be during the
Anarchy created by the civil war between Stephen and Matilda.
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During this lawless period the barons, reacting against the stern,
but efficient, reign of Henry I, ignored their feudal ties and
obligations and were little more than marauding brigands. As one
despairing chronicler wailed, ‘Yea verily – men thought that God
and his saints slept!’
One result of this mayhem was another rash of castles
hurriedly thrown up. The one in Bakewell was most likely the
work of William Peveril IV (fl. 1131 – 1155). The first William
Peveril, who came over with William duke of Normandy, was
thought to be the Conqueror’s illegitimate son. He was certainly
well rewarded for his loyalty with lands, including the royal
manor of Bakewell. Additional grants to his descendants allowed
the family to be lords of the Honour of Peveril, a consolidation of
holdings in the Peak. The Peverils were castle builders; they were
custodians of the royal fortress at Nottingham and built castles in
commanding positions at Castleton and Bolsover.
Swanton’s suggestion that Bakewell castle was built
following the disgrace and dispossession of the Peverils by the
new king, Henry II, is arguably too late.(23) By the time his son,
Richard I, granted the manor of Bakewell to the Gernons of Essex
in 1189 the castle was outmoded and probably in decay. It was
never rebuilt in stone like so many Norman castles, including
Castleton and Bolsover. Moreover, Bakewell’s castle was being
superseded by a new fortification at Haddon. The Gernons, new
lords of Bakewell, were absentees. Another Norman family now
became prominent in the area – the Vernons. By 1180 Richard de
Vernon had married Avice de Avenel, co-heiress of William de
Avenel, who granted his son-in-law the manor of Nether
Haddon.(24) In about 1194 Richard de Vernon acquired a royal
licence enabling him to fortify his residence with a wall.(25) This
marked the growing power and influence of the Vernon family in
the Peak.
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How Bakewell’s castle functioned.
Now let us consider the castle’s constituent parts. Having
looked at the ‘fertile imagination’ of commentators from the 18th
century to the present day, let us see how the imagination of the
embroiderers perceived the Norman Castle in the Bayeux
Tapestry. Who were these embroiderers and where and when
were they working?
Today’s scholars do not readily accept that the Tapestry
was created in Normandy by order of William the Conqueror or
that this needlework was executed by his wife, Matilda of
Flanders, and her ladies. It is now generally agreed that the great
narrative work of art is English and was commissioned by Odo,
Bishop of Bayeux, half-brother of the new king. Odo, who
figures prominently in the Tapestry, was rewarded by William
with the earldom of Kent and the bishopric of Rochester. The
Tapestry is attributed to Kentish nuns. Odo was eventually
banished to Normandy in 1082 by the king. The Tapestry is thus
considered to have been completed sometime after 1066 and
before Odo’s banishment in 1082.
A number of hands were employed in this huge
needlework which was executed in eight coloured wools, on six
pieces of linen 20 inches wide and joined together to extend 210
feet.(30) First-hand accounts of the actions portrayed, together
with manuscript records, would have guided the nuns. However,
since the action moved from Sussex to Westminster and then
Canterbury in England before crossing to Britany and Normandy
and then back to Sussex, the cloistered nuns had no visual records
of what the various locations looked like. Their representation of
mottes (no baileys are portrayed in the Tapestry) show very fertile
imagination with bizarre effects.
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Five examples of mottes appear in the Tapestry. Each
exhibits a different approach in artistic license.
The motte at Dol (fig.11) is presented as a theatrically
draped arch framing two fighting cocks.

Fig 11. The motte and tower at Dol in Brittany.
The fugitive Conan escapes the Normans
by descending from the tower by rope.

That at Rennes (the capital of Brittany) shows two cattle
grazing on a reticulated ground. (fig.12).
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Fig 12. The Motte and Tower at Rennes, the capital of Brittany.

The motte at Dinant (fig.13) is a plain arch beneath
which two infantrymen are trying to set the tower on fire.

Fig 13. The Motte and Tower at Dinan in Brittany.
Conan surrenders the keys to the castle.
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The motte at Hastings (fig.14) is under construction. The
cut timber for this was probably transported by ship, thus
allowing Duke William to establish a bridgehead after his army
disembarked. The embroiderers here block in the motte in bands
of colour in couched work. There is not necessarily any
significance in the red colour representing clay, as Stetka
suggests.
The colours are the random licence of the
needleworkers who are not at all hesitant about including green
and blue horses in Duke William’s cavalry or portraying the
longboats in his fleet with polychromatic clinker boarding and
richly coloured sails.

Fig.14. The construction of the Motte and Tower at Hastings in Sussex.
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The motte at Bayeux is couched in two bands of colours
over an arch containing a perch for two falcons. (fig.15 )

Fig.15. The Motte and Tower at Bayeux in Normandy.

Some of the mottes described have what appears like a
large step ladder laid on the slope to allow access to the tower.
Again, these appear to be too fanciful to function efficiently.
Only at Rennes do we see the steps cut into the motte – the
obvious and sensible way as revealed in the reconstruction of
Rayleigh Castle. (fig.3) This would almost certainly have been
the way of ascending the motte at Bakewell castle. The treads of
the stair would very likely have been of stone and, although no
stone now survives on the Castle Hill site, this is hardly
surprising. Local communities throughout the land have always
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played a prominent role in recycling England’s ancient and
abandoned monuments!
Entrance to the tower was by a strong oak doorway which
would be secured inside by heavy wooden draw-bars. To
approach it may have meant crossing a ditch by means of a plank
or, as shown in the Tapestry, some simple drawbridge
contraption. None of this is clear at Bakewell due to lack of
excavation.
Looking up the exterior of the tower one would not have
seen any structure comparable with the exaggerated fortifications
in the Tapestry. The Bakewell tower would be of stout, roughly
hewn timber, two or possibly three storeys high with apertures to
extract smoke and small shuttered windows to let in light and
keep out the elements. No glass was used.
The ground floor entrance may have been flagged with a
hearth central in the room. There were no chimneys, smoke from
the fire being drawn from the chamber by louvres below the
ceiling. The depressions visible today in the centre of the motte
may be the result of a slump or slippage in the man-made mound.
Swanton suggests an alternative cause could be the work of
people ‘rabbiting’ for artefacts long ago.(27)
There would not have been a well in the tower. The
loosely thrown up motte would not allow for the sinking and
lining of a well. Instead a lead cistern or stone troughs would
have held water brought up from the bailey. In this basement
would have been a store of logs, some basic cooking utensils and
containers of oil for lighting the wall sconces.
Access to the second floor would have been by a wooden
stair or ladder. Here there would be primitive sleeping
accommodation and storage for clothing, arms and armour.
The top story gave access by a trapdoor to the roof
parapet. Here would be stored supplies of missiles to hurl down
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on those who might attack the base of the tower. Such motte and
bailey castles, especially a small one like Bakewell’s, were not
impregnable, though we have no evidence of an attack or a siege
here. The weakness of most Norman towers lay in the materials
of their construction. Those illustrated in the Bayeux Tapestry
are all wooden structures and at Dinant (fig.13) we see assailants
setting the tower on fire.
Weakness also lay in the whole castle plan and, in
particular, in the narrow pedestrian linkage between the tower and
the bailey. The latter enclosure was an essential source of supply
and armed reinforcement to the tower.
From the disposition of the mounds on Castle Hill and
with the aid of Swanton’s plan (fig.1) one can envisage the
bailey’s outline. It was a stockade encircled by a ditch and
rampart. Comparing excavations made on other baileys one
would have expected the ramparts at Bakewell to have been
surmounted by a palisade of wooden stakes. However, Swanton’s
two narrow cuts into the ramparts (fig.1) revealed no such
evidence and he suggested that a thick hedge may have been
planted on the ramparts. Such barriers take many seasons to
mature and thicken and would not have been impregnable to
determined attackers. Clearly, more excavation is needed.
Within the bailey, whose fortified point of entry has not
yet been identified, were various buildings aimed at defending the
whole castle complex. There would be a barrack block to house
part of the garrison and to enable the changing of the guard in the
tower. There would have been stables for the mounted section of
the garrison together with a smithy. Was there a well? Although
there was a plentiful supply of water at hand a well was essential
in the event of siege, but it has yet to be located. The bailey could
also store hay and straw and in times of crisis accommodate the
sheep and cattle of the lord of Bakewell.
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This interesting site is open to the public. Do roam among
the mounds taking care not to be carried away by a too ‘fertile
imagination’!
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Bradford River Disappears in 1881
George Challenger

Rheinstor, or Ravens Tor, Alport, near where the River Bradford disappeared
in 1881. The hole in the river bed was eventually blocked after the river was
diverted into another mine upstream so that the fill material was not carried
away.
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This article is derived from a typescript of an article in the
Derbyshire Times (5th March 1881), found in 2013 among the
papers of John Marchant Brooks, first Chairman of the Bakewell
& District Historical Society.
THE RESULT OF A STORM IN DERBYSHIRE
Some weeks ago very great excitement arose in
consequence of the disappearance of the River Bradford which
flows through Middleton Dale and joins the Lathkill at Alport on
its way to the Derwent.
This most extraordinary affair happened a little before it
got to Alport close by the rock known as Ravens Tor or, as the
people call it, Ronster. It was during the night time that it made
up its mind not to go in the usual way any longer and a bright idea
struck it that it would go mining, so it rushed across the coach
road which separated it from the mine hole and went dashing,
plunging and roaring down the hole and on the following morning
the people along the banks of the river were at their wits end to
guess where the water had gone – some saying that there had been
an earthquake and others that several old mines had given way
beneath the bed of the river, which is a tributary of the River
Lathkill. It was soon accounted for by the fact that the water had
entered an old mine near Alport. It was being carried along
underneath the ground from that point to the Derwent – a distance
of five miles.
The coach road, which is the property of the Duke of
Rutland, sank out of sight for about 20 yards round. A small hole
at first presented itself. This was quickly followed by a loud
rumbling noise like thunder. Then wider and wider grew the
breach in the road and deeper and deeper became the abyss. At
the same time some forty yards away on the other side of the
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stream the ground also disappeared leaving a cavity which hour
by hour grew larger as masses of loose stone and earth poured
down from the sides into it.
A large number of hands belonging to the neighbouring
farmers were busily engaged carting timber and stones to the spot
and hurling them into the chasm with the object of turning the
waters of the brook into their ordinary course, but for two or three
days all efforts were futile. The large stones and trees thrown
down appeared to be carried away as soon as they were out of
sight. The muddy waters carried along underground for the
distance stated - unobserved (and) rose again near the residence
of Sir Joseph Whitworth and emptied themselves into the
Derwent, thus discolouring the water for some distance towards
Matlock and at the south of the level which is known as “Hill Carr
Sough”. Huge pieces of stone and timber came out just in the
same state they had been hurled in some hours before five miles
higher up the valley.
The Alport miller was in a fearful state of anxiety as day
after day's hard work made no difference, for although he then
had plenty of water for the wheel in the Lathkill, in summer he
was more dependant on the Bradford. So he set all his men and
horses at liberty to do nothing but help to fill the hole. At length
they were rejoiced to find it was really showing signs of being
satisfied with the thousands of tons thrown into it and once more
to all appearance it was a perfect road again. As while they were
surveying it with smiles on their faces, lo and behold it all fell in
again with a loud crash, much to their dismay and horror, and to
find that not only was there one, but even two or three huge holes
into which roared the water with wilder force than before. And
with vexation of spirit they began once more filling in.
The men wanted very much to blast part of the splendid
big rock but they could not get permission. It would have helped
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very considerably in filling up – at the same time (it) would have
disfigured the dale. With much determination and persistence
they once more got it filled in and two days after another hole a
little higher up appeared as if in mockery of the efforts the poor
people made yet again and again. At last it was thought best to
stop the water higher up in order to have a better chance at the
breach and holes before them.
About half a mile up the dale was another mine hole very
near the river just below the village of Youlgreave, so the river
was told to make the best of its way down this mine, which it did
with much rapidity. And it was down this hole that a gentleman
lost a very handsome retriever dog by thoughtlessly sending it
into the water too near. The gentleman was nearly frantic at the
loss of his dog, declaring that he would have much rather lost a
hundred £. After that they barricaded the hole to prevent further
misfortune. The people were not allowed to net the fish so
naturally many were lost. For a week or two the dale was the
scene of much excitement, hundreds of people coming from far
and near to see the strange occurrence.
A similar report was carried by the Derby Daily
Telegraph on 17th Feb. which had another report of flooding on
Wednesday 9th Feb.: Rain commenced to fall on Monday night
and has continued without intermission. The consequence is such
floods as have never previously been witnessed on the rivers Wye
and Derwent. … The valley of the Wye along by Ashford,
Bakewell and Haddon Hall is completely inundated … The tops
of trees alone are visible. The valley presents the appearance of a
large lake, the waters being furiously lashed by the hurricane …
The sawmill in Matlock Street*, Bakewell, has been flooded and
all hands thrown temporarily out of work … Beer barrels in the
cellars of the different public houses are floating about.
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Postscript. A lead mine at Alport was said to have a hydraulic
disc engine patented in 1830 by Edward and James Dakeyne of
Two Dales. The one at their mill was known as the romping lion.
The disc tilted back and forth as water under pressure went into
and out of its chamber and worked a crank.
There is a description of such a Dakeyne engine down the
steps at Bateman's House, a kilometre upstream from Lathkill
Lodge below Over Haddon (take a torch). It was installed there in
1830 to pump water from deep below river level. It was said to
produce 130 horsepower, more than enough to keep the mine dry.
Bateman's House is thought to have been built to enable the
seven-ton engine to be winched into place. It also concealed the
engine from prying eyes and industrial espionage. It was
superseded in 1836 by a giant water wheel installed 300 metres
upstream. The head of water to work both was from the leat which
took water from the Lathkill a kilometre upstream and ended at
Mandale Mine.
A nutating (wobbling) disc internal combustion engine
was granted a patent in 1993 without reference to the Dakeyne
engine. George Bishopp designed a steam disc engine and one
built by Joseph Whitworth & Co. was shown at the Great
Exhibition of 1851 where it ran smoothly and quietly and
impressed all who saw it. (Wikipedia)
*This is puzzling because the sawmill moved from Matlock Street
to across the river and the Methodist church was built on its site
in 1867.
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Old Derbyshire Charlie
Gordon Bowring
It is always gratifying when one of our members makes a
contribution to our Journal. Gordon has always been interested
in Bakewell’s history and was associated with the chert mine at
Lumford. He contributed an interesting article on the chert
industry in the Journal of the Peak Mines Historical Society. His
late wife, Wendy, was a member of the Hicks family of Bakewell
who owned a furniture shop in Bridge Street at the end of the last
century. Derbyshire Charlie was her great grandfather. Gordon
has sent us his obituary from the Derbyshire Times together with
photographs of this old Bakewell character.
Our Journal contains references in the article “Cabs,
Coaches and Charabancs in post-Victorian Bakewell” (No.22,
1995) T.B.
PHILLIP CHARLES HICKS,
known as “OLD DERBYSHIRE CHARLIE”
George Hicks was born in 1804 in Bethnal Green,
London. He came to Bakewell, met and married Elizabeth Yates
(b.1800) from Birchover. In 1841 they lived in Castle Street with
9 children. The sixth born was Phillip Charles in 1842. Soon
after leaving school, Charlie, as he was known, became a post
boy. Charlie married his first wife Elizabeth, who died in 1863.
They had one daughter. In 1866 he married his second wife, Jane
Broomhead, and had 3 daughters and 4 sons. By 1871 he was a
stable proprietor and ostler living at 4 Matlock Street as he did for
the rest of his life. Bakewell railway station opened in 1863,
bringing hundreds of people to the Peak. “Old Derbyshire
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Charlie” as he was known, would ferry people from the station to
Bakewell, Chatsworth, Haddon Hall and many other places in his
carriages and charabancs. “Old Derbyshire Charlie” died
September 1909 at his home on Matlock Street aged 67.
Derbyshire Times, September 11, 1909. Obituary.
“OLD DERBYSHIRE” CHARLIE”
Dead.
Career of Mr. C. Hicks, Bakewell.
The death of Mr Charles Hicks,
which occurred at his residence in
Matlock Street, Bakewell, late on
Saturday night, was the breaking of an
exceptionally interesting link with the
days before trains began to run through
North Derbyshire – when stage
coaching and postilion services were in
daily demand.
“Old Derbyshire
Charlie,” as Mr Hicks was proud to be called, had very lively
recollections of the old times when Bakewell was much more of
a country town than it is to-day, when “many of the quality” (as
“Charlie” would say) used to come to Bakewell for the summer,
and bring their own horses and carriages; and when coaching in
all seasons was the readiest and most fashionable means of
travelling.
Of those times “Charlie” had a fine budget of stories with
which he would amuse a friend for a very long time. He knew
too, all the legendary tales of the district and he was as pleased to
tell these as anyone could be to listen to them.
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Mr Hicks was, indeed, the “grand old man” of Peakland
cab proprietors, and he will undoubtedly be fondly remembered
for many years by a host of friends in the district and by many of
those visitors to Bakewell who had the pleasure of having a ride
in a char-a-banc or a carriage which “Charlie” was driving. Mr
Hicks had been ill since the end of last year, and he was missed
by many who came to the town during the summer. “It’s
surprising”, said a railway official to one of our representatives
the other day, “how many people have asked for Charlie Hicks
when they have come off the train”.

The young Charlie driving the Bramwell family
of Bakewell to Dovedale c1860s.

Mr Hicks’ personality was as genial as his reminiscences
and tales were entertaining. Half an hour’s chat with him was
very pleasant. He was always optimistic, cheery and full of fun of
the best kind; always ready to do anybody a good turn; and always
ready, too, to give a party of trippers excellent value for their
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money. How greatly he was esteemed was made amply evident
during his long and trying illness by the number of visits people
paid him, and the inquiries they made about him.
The Duke and Duchess of Rutland and their daughters
showed a constant regard for Mr Hicks. During his illness the
Duchess made a pillow and took it to him personally and the
Ladies Manners and the Marquis of Granby also paid him visits.
Upon hearing of his death the Duke and Duchess sent a spray of
lovely flowers to be placed in his room.

Charabancs at the Bakewell ‘depot’
at the foot of North Church Street c1900

For 35 years or so Mr Hicks and his brother Harry rode
postilion for the 6th Duke of Rutland, and “Charlie” was
extremely proud of that record of service. Interviewed some time
ago, Mr Hicks said the Duke spent a lot of time driving round the
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country. He would visit the Duke of Norfolk at Derwent, and at
other times drive from Longshaw to Chatsworth, Haddon Hall
and Stanton Woodhouse. Sometimes, too, he would go to
Dovedale where he used to stay at the famous Isaak Walton Inn.
“The Duke was a very nice gentleman” said “Charlie”.
For some forty years Mr Hicks drove the late Mr R. W.
M. Nesfield, the Duke of Rutland’s agent, to the rent audits. He
was, too, the first driver of the Bakewell Fire Engine.
During the interview referred to, Mr. Hicks remarked that
he was born in the Rutland Arms stable yard at Bakewell. “Old
Mr. Greaves fetched me out of school when I was twelve and I
drove for him for the rest of his life, some forty years.”
Comparing the fortunes of drivers years ago with those of
drivers nowadays, “Charlie” said: “There’s certainly a difference.
Drivers in those days did not get wages. It all depended on the
recognised custom of passengers paying the 3d. or 4d. per mile to
the driver in addition to the fare they paid. Travelling by stage
coach was not so very dear - from Bakewell to Buxton or
Sheffield it would be 2/6 inside and 4/- outside, each way, but
when it came to private hiring it was very different. What we
called a ‘half-headed phaeton’ was the usual carriage for a couple
of trippers, and the charge for the customary round by Bakewell,
Haddon, Chatsworth, and then to Chesterfield, Sheffield, or
Matlock would be from 30/- to 35/- and 5/- for the driver. We got
plenty of work at that, too. We regularly had five “boys” taking
their turn in the yard for these journeys, and to other places in the
Peak – Dovedale, Castleton, Buxton, etc. Bakewell had plenty of
visitors in those days - and of the staying sort, too - people who
came for the summer and brought their own horses and carriages
- plenty of ‘the quality’. We didn’t get trippers wanting to see
everything in the Peak in half-a-day in those days. Bakewell used
to pretty well live on its visitors then.”
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‘Old Derbyshire Charlie’ with his four-horse charabanc
waiting for his passengers outside Chatsworth House, 1897.

Asked if there were any cheap rides in those days, Mr
Hicks said: “No, at any rate, not often, unless on some special
occasion, such as the Sheffield flood – about forty-five years ago
– when every day for a month a coach and four filled up at 2/6
per head for the return journey from Bakewell, taking parties from
the town and the villages for many miles round. I well remember
the excitement there was over that, and the scene there was in
Sheffield, for I drove the coach.”
“Before the railway was opened to Bakewell”, Mr Hicks
explained, “we used to go twice a day to Buxton and back, driving
postilion. Yes, it made a deal of difference. I remember before
that as many as sixteen four-horse carriages change horses a day
at the Rutland Arms. I used to drive Sir Joseph Whitworth from
Stancliffe Hall, Darley Dale, to Whaley Bridge generally about
twice a week for twenty years before the railway came. He used
to allow me two hours and three-quarters for the 25 miles with
one change of horses. I took the first ‘job’ off Bakewell station
when it was opened. That was to Monyash Vicarage and back,
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and then to Youlgreave and Rowsley, and I have been going to
the station ever since – scarcely ever missed a day. I have known
half a dozen station-masters at Bakewell.”
Mr Hicks leaves three sons and two daughters.
THE FUNERAL
The funeral of Mr Hicks took place at Bakewell on
Wednesday afternoon. The first part of the service was held at the
Parish Church, where there was a considerable congregation. The
Rev. T. B. Brown and the Rev. R. G. Griffith officiated. Miss H.
Fitzherbert was at the organ and before the arrival of the mourners
she played suitable music. The hymn “Jesu, lover of my soul,”
was sung after the Psalm had been said.
The family mourners were Mr and Mrs Charles Hicks, Mr
and Mrs James Hicks, Mrs Hodgkinson, Mr and Mrs Foster
(Stockport), Mr Tom Hicks, Miss Rushton (Ashbourne), Mr
Harry Hicks, Mr C. Foster, Miss M. Hodgkinson, Mr and Mrs
John Goodwin, Mrs Collis and Miss Collis, Mr G. T. Hicks, Mr
and Mrs Robert Naylor, Mrs Broomhead.
The Loyal Devonshire Lodge of Oddfellows was
represented by Messrs. William Birley (who read the service of
the Order at the graveside), William Hopkins, H. Bramwell, R.
Wheeldon, H. Rose, and J. Sharratt.
Among those also present were Mrs Abraham, Mrs
Harvey, Miss Fitzherbert, Dr. John Knox, Dr. P. S. Fentem and
Miss Fentem, Messrs. T. Thacker, J. A. Goodwin, R. Hage,
Herbert Littlewood, T. Sellors, T. Pownall, H. Broughton, J.
Townsend, B. Gratton, Joseph Derbyshire, Arthur Derbyshire,
Josiah Carrington, E. A. Sheppard, H. E. Sprigg, B. Thompson
jun., J. Palmer, W. F. Henshaw and G. E. Frost and F. Calladine
(representing the Bakewell Church Men’s Sunday Class), Mr and
Mrs W. Howard, and Nurse Hiscock.
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Beautiful floral tributes were sent by the following:Charlie and Emily, Jim and Beatrice, Tom and Annie, George and
Emily, Joe, Mr and Mrs J. Foster, Mr and Mrs J. Goodwin, Miss
Rushton, Barbara, the Duke and Duchess of Rutland and the
Ladies Manners (spray), Mrs James Taylor and family, Mrs
Harvey. The Rev. Canon Abraham and Mrs Abraham, Mrs Ward
Fox, Miss Fentem and Miss A. H. Fentem, Mr. John Barker, Mr
and Mrs Evans (Matlock), Mr and Mrs Hage, Mr and Mrs Chris.
Furniss, the Cab-drivers’ Association, Mr. J. Preston Jones, Mr
and Mrs Paul, Mr. and Mrs H. Broughton, Mr and Mrs B.
Broomhead, Mr and Mrs H. Noton, Mrs R. Broomhead and
Willie, Mr and Mrs B. Gratton, Mr and Mrs C. E. Garner, Mr
Joseph Derbyshire and Mr Arthur Derbyshire, Mr. and Mrs G.
Derbyshire, Mrs M. Broomhead, Miss Barton, Mr and Mrs
Carrington, Mr and Mrs F. Jones.
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Bakewell’s coat of arms
Trevor Brighton
In our Society’s May Newsletter we were all delighted to
read that Bakewell Town Council had presented our Museum
with a Merit Award. You will all recall the photograph,
reproduced here, of Marian Barker receiving the award which is
now on display in our Museum. Look closely at the award and
you will see it bears the civic insignia of Bakewell in the form of
a coat of arms or heraldic achievement. When did the town adopt
this symbol and what does it mean?

Marian Barker, on behalf of the Museum, receiving a Merit Award from
Bakewell’s mayor, Steve Edwards, in 2018,
and close up of the award certificate.

In 1999 the town prepared for the millennium and elected
a new Town Council with six new members. The Council in turn
elected a millennium mayor in the person of the present writer.
The Council began to consider how to advertise the town
and involve more people at its meetings. It looked at its insignia
and found it was still using official notepaper headed by the arms
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and crest of the Manners family accompanied by the crest of the
Vernons. The Council deemed this to be archaic. Although the
town and Council should always be grateful to the duke of
Rutland for building the Town Hall in 1889, his successors no
longer had any say in the Council’s affairs following the sale of
the ducal properties in the town, together with the lordship of the
manor of Bakewell in 1920. Aware that the new Mayor had some
knowledge of heraldry and had designed insignia for schools,
colleges and universities, the Council asked him to submit a
design suitable for Bakewell. Using heraldic symbolism, he
employed the following armorial charges.
1. The shield is azure (blue)
with 3 argent (silver or white)
pales. These represent the
river Wye.
2. Heading the shield is a
three-arched
chief
vert
(green). This represents the
town’s ancient bridge and the
green valley of the Wye.
3. The central charge on the
chief is a roundel argent (or
silver plate) on which is
another roundel gules (red)
known as a torteau (old
French for cake or tart). This
central device advertises what is associated with Bakewell
throughout the English-speaking world - the famous pudding or,
for some, the tart.
4. Either side of this centre piece are two more roundels of silver
with horizontal wavy bands of blue. These are heraldic symbols
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known as fountains. They symbolise the hot and cold springs
from which the town derives the second syllable of its name.
5. Finally, a crest and motto top and tail the achievement. The
former is a stone, wheel-headed Saxon cross commemorating the
headless one which still stands in the churchyard together with
the arrival of Christianity in this part of the kingdom of Mercia.
Crests were borne by mediaeval knights to identify them in the
confusion of battle. Likewise, the motto derives from the
battlefield and was the ‘cri-de-guerre’ of the knight. In this case
the motto is a statement of the town’s historic importance.
For those interested in a ‘reading’ of the shield it was
originally blazoned as follows:Azure 3 pales argent on a chief triple-arched vert a plate
bearing a torteau between 2 fountains.
Unfortunately, the Town Council has interfered with the
original design by changing the tinctures on the chief and
introducing a yellow 5-arched bridge. This is non-heraldic and
spoils the symmetry and balance of the shield. Bakewell bridge
may have 5 arches, but the original design is figurative and
emblematic. It is not pictorial and suggests the green water
meadows, the bridge and the River Wye. This is why heraldry as
an art form has been called 'the shorthand of history'.
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Aims of the Society
The Bakewell & District Historical Society conserves the Old
House and provides education to the visiting public by enhancing
the museum contained therein. The Society seeks out and records
aspects of historical interest, especially in the Bakewell area, in
order that they may be preserved for the benefit of posterity. To
this end it publishes an annual journal and occasional books and
papers. A programme of talks and visits is provided for the
continuing education of Society members.
Membership of the Society
Membership of the Society, for which the annual subscription is
£12 (15 for two people at the same address), permits the Member
to take part in all of the Society’s activities, including attendance
at lectures, outings and social functions. In addition, it permits
free admittance to the Old House Museum, including its library,
during the season it is open to the public. A complimentary copy
of the annual journal is sent to each member (one copy per
address). Further copies may be purchased.

Articles for inclusion in the next Journal should reach the editor
no later than November 1st 2019.
Please forward to Peter Barker, Woodlands, Yeld Road,
Bakewell DE45 1FJ
or email: marian.e.barker@btinternet.com.
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